RJ45 SOCKET ARTEOR - CATEGORY 6 UTP - 8 CONTACTS
- 1 MODULE - WHITE

Pack (number of units) 10
Volume (dm³) 2.283
Weight (g) 175.00

Product characteristics

Cat. 6 RJ 45 sockets - Arteor
- Mechanisms supplied with square rocker plates, to be equipped with support frames and plates

UTP - 1 module
- White

General characteristics

Legrand cabling system, LCS³ cat. 6 - RJ 45 sockets (Arteor, Soliroc and Plexo) and other connectors
- Can be integrated in any supports
- Equipped with connectors with quick toolless connection
- Take single-core cables from AWG 22 up to AWG 26, and AWG 26 multicore cables
- T568A and B marking with colour codes
- Compliant with ISO/IEC 11 801, EN 50173 and ANSI/TIA 568 standards

Documentation

Catalogue pages & additional information
- Selection chart (p.450)
- Description page (p.468)
- Description page (p.738)

Installation & technical data
- F00973EN-04